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1 Introduction

Although the Web of today looks very different from the
Web of 10 years ago, digital library (DL) file formats still
look much the same. Using terminology from the Open
Archival Information System (OAIS), the submission infor-
mation packages (SIPs) and archival information packages
(AIPs) were frequently the same application specific formats
of the dissemination information packages (DIPs).

Driven by the proliferation of enabling technologies such
as XML, Resource Description Format (RDF) and Dublin
Core, there has been increasing interest in the DL commu-
nity to use complex digital objects: objects that aggregate
data, metadata and sometimes services into a single, logi-
cal digital entity. For example, instead of just a bare PDF
file, a complex object could aggregate the PDF, the descrip-
tive metadata (perhaps in multiple formats), provenance and
rights statements and links to format conversion services.
While the end-user continues to receive the PDF, DLs would
ingest and exchange the complex digital object, building ex-
tended services based on the additional encapsulated and ag-
gregated data.

In much the same way that metadata formats arise from
different communities, so have complex digital objects. In
the realm of scientific and high-performance computing,
data formats such as NetCDF [1], HDF [2], SmartFiles [3]
and ELFS [4] have been in widespread use. In the com-
mercial content provider industry, complex objects can be
traced to the persistent stores of object-oriented databases
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[5, 6] and multimedia codecs (e.g. Apple’s QuickTime).
The evolution of this lineage is the MPEG-21 Multimedia
Framework. Within DL community, the single biggest cat-
alyst has been what is colloquially known as the Kahn–
Wilensky Framework (KWF) that shaped the thinking of
DL community and influenced the Metadata Encoding and
Transmission Standard (METS).

Published as a Web page in 1995, it began as the
architecture for the Computer Science Technical Report
(CS-TR) project [7]. The CS-TR project later merged with
the WATERS project [8] to form the basis for the Dienst
protocol and the NCSTRL project [9]. Lessons learned in
the implementation and deployment of Dienst later influ-
enced the design of the Open Archives Initiative Protocol
for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) [10]. The KWF in-
fluenced some of the thinking in the Dublin Core commu-
nity, resulting in the Warwick Framework [11], which was
later extended with “distributed active relationships” [12],
which itself later evolved into Fedora. The KWF formed
the basis for a prototype implementation for the Library of
Congress National Digital Library Program [13]. The rep-
resentation of metadata in digital objects in the NDLP influ-
enced the Making of America II project [14], which gave rise
to METS. The KWF also employed a URN implementation
known as handles [15]. The handle system has been quite
successful in its own right, and is the key technology in the
implementation of digital object identifiers (DOIs) [16].

2 In this issue

The contributions of the KWF are specifically promot-
ing handles as globally unique identifiers and defining the
relationship between digital objects and repositories. But
more generally, it has shaped the design of digital libraries
for the last 10 years. Thus, this special issue begins with a
reprint of the original KWF. The other papers in this special
issue are best understood in this context.

There are two papers about object models in popular
repositories, two papers about complex digital object
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formats themselves and two papers about how complex
digital objects are used for digital preservation.

Fedora and DSpace are two popular repository systems
with large user communities. Fedora has made the transition
from research project to production quality system and is in
use at many different sites. Although primarily known as a
repository, in “Fedora: An Architecture for Complex Objects
and Their Relationships,” Lagoze, Payette, Shin and Wilper
review the Fedora data model and describe how RDF is used
to represent relationships between digital objects. While Fe-
dora is positioned as middle-ware that requires integration
into a local environment, DSpace is a ready-to-deploy repos-
itory system. “MIT’s CWSpace Project: Packaging Meta-
data for Archiving Educational Content in DSpace”, Reilly,
Wolfe and Smith describe how METS and IMS-CP (another
complex digital object format) are used with DSpace to sup-
port courseware.

There are two main complex digital object formats in
the DL community: METS and MPEG-21 DIDL. METS
comes from the Making of America II project. In “METS:
Standardized Encoding for Digital Library Objects”, Mc-
Donough gives the history and motivation for METS, along
with working through illustrative examples. MPEG-21
DIDL, an official ISO standard, is just one part of the
MPEG-21 standardization effort led by the digital enter-
tainment community. In their paper “Representing Digital
Objects using MPEG-21 Digital Item Declaration Lan-
guage”, Bekaert, de Kooning and Van de Sompel describe
how MPEG-21 DIDL can be used in a DL environment.

The last two papers focus on digital preservation. In the
first, “PANIC: An Integrated Approach to the Preservation
of Complex Digital Objects Using Semantic Web Services”,
Hunter and Choudhury describe extensions to the METS
and MPEG-21 formats for preserving Web multimedia
objects. The authors also present an ontology and awareness
infrastructure to disseminate local preservation knowledge.
Finally, in “The Design of the VERS Encapsulated Object
Experience with an Archival Information Package”, Waugh
gives an update about the Victorian Electronics Records
Strategy (VERS) project. This is a long running project to
preserve digital public records encoded in VERS Encapsu-
lated Objects (VEO), a complex object format developed
specifically for this project. Waugh gives a comparison
of VEO and METS, as well as a review of VEO design
decisions.
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